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Open collars,open doors,
open minds.
There's noplaeefor
technological careers like TI.

People join TI for love oftechnology. They stay for a lot of reasons.
There are no artificial barriers to
your initiative at Texas Instruments.
Everybody's on a first-name
basis, even up to thepresidentof
the company.
There aretltles at-Tl.and differences in responsibility, ofcourse.
But whenitcomestocommunicatlon, everybody has the same rank.
New employees. don't start at the
bottom of a pecking order, because
thereisn'tone.lf yougetagood
ide.ayourfirstweekon thejob,you
sound off. And you get listened to.
On the other hand, if you'd liketo
ask some questions of the head of
the department, you ask. And you
get.answers.
TI·ha$deHberatefyremovedall

rewards come in the form otrespect and advancement. Every..
body is evaluated regularly. There
are no' 'missing persons. "
Texas Instruments has been
called one ofthe best-managed
companies in the country,
ForTI people,it'samove...up
environment, There's no place
like it.
Send for the
34-pagepicture.
story.ot.rt people.
places, and
...
opportunities. And
send.us you r resum,
in confidence to
..

impediments to progress. All the
way to neckties, if you please.
This ceremony-free atmosphere
is most conducive to a free ex..;
change of ideas. Thatis. its purpose.
Standardcorporatestatussymbois arealsomissingatTLBy
design. Offices are functional,
notfancy.
..
There are beautifuleourtyar(j$,.
patios,andplantFngs.Thereare
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HERE'S ONE ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITY
YOU WON'TGET IN PRIVATE INDUSTR~

If you're thinking about a
technical position after graduation,
think about this.
How many companies can offer
you a nuclear submarine to operate?
The answer is none. Equipment
like this is available only in
one place - the Navy.
The Navy operates over half the
nuclear reactors in America.
So our training is the broadest and
most comprehensive. We start by
giving you a year of advanced

technical education. In graduate
school, this would cost you
thousands, but in the Navy, we
pay you.
Once you're a commissioned
Nuclear Propulsion Officer, you'll
earn a top salary. Over $24,000
a year after four years. And
you'll be responsible for some
of the most advanced equipment
developed by man.
The Navy also has other
opportunities in surface ships

and aviation assignments. If you
are majoring in engineering, math
or the physical sciences, contact
your placement officeto find out
when a Navy representative will be
on campus. Or send your resume to:
Navy Officer Programs,
Code 312-B731,4015 Wilson Blvd.,
Arlington, VA 22203.
The Navy. When it comes to
nuclear training, no one can give
you a better start.

NAVY OFFICER.
IT'S NOT JUSTA JOB, IT'S AN ADVENTURE.

oes a$sumingiacorporate identity
mean •losing your own?

Some corporations encourage
individuality. And some don't.
Finding the right company can
be hard work. It entails a lot of
research on your part.
The best research you can do is
to learn everything you can from
your interview. Ask probing, wellthought-out questions; not to
impress the interviewer, but to
help you get information.
Here are a few suggestions:
• Would I really have any
influence in a big company on the
quality of services and products?
How? Give me examples of how

Western Electric is an equal opportunity employer.

individuals have made a difference.
Fine-tune it to your own specific needs.
And, when the time comes, if
• What are internal communications like? Will my supervisor and
you don't like the answers you're
management listen to me? Will they
getting, talk to Western Electric.
react to my suggestions and ideas?
We think you'll like what you hear.
Can you give me examples?
Western Electric is looking for
• What about "red tape"? Are
business, engineering and computer
there endless levels of approval
science students who areinterested
in careers in the rapidly changing
before ideas get implemented?
• What are the people that I'll
field of communications.
be working with like? Where
SeeyourBell System recruiter
whenheorshe comes toyourcampus,
do they come from? What are they
orwrite: John Alderman, Manageinterested in?
ment Employment, P.O. Box
These questions are only
meant as a starting point. Add
25000,Greensboro,
and subtract from this list.
~
North Carolina 27420.
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Stipend, All Academic Expenses,
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In This Issue

Stony Silence

On the cover - a statue of George Ellery
Hale? Well, not necessarily, but that's one
guess, and after an inconclusive investigation, we've decided guessing is all anyone
can do. "A Capital Idea" on page 13 has
more pictures of great stone faces on campus and a little history of their origin.

October 4, 1979 -

Elizabeth and Ed Hutchings, with Lee DuBridge

For the first time in more than 30 years
(and 238 separate issues) the masthead
of this magazine does not list the name of
Edward Hutchings Jr. as its editor and
business manager. This is because Ed
decided to retire as of October I, a fact
that brought some 150 of his friends and
colleagues to honor him at a dinner at
the Athenaeum on October 4.
The idea for the dinner came from Ed's
long-time friend Charles Newton, lecturer
in English emeritus; it was presided over
by President Emeritus Lee DuBridge and
highlighted by a brief talk by Ed himself
- a talk that was illustrated with slides of
some hitherto unseen photos from his private "You Can't Print That" file. James
Workman (BS '57, MS '58), vice president of the Alumni Association, presented
a gift from the Association, and DuBridge
recalled some of the scientific progress of
the last 30 years that E&S has reported.
He also presented Ed with a 20th-anni-

versary volume of letters and articles, assembled by Newton, from many of the
contributors to Frontiers in Science (a collection of some of the best articles published inE&S between 1949 and 1959,
selected and edited by Ed Hutchings).
All this was very festive, but Ed has
created such respect for both the magazine
and himself that puzzlement and apprehension were also components of the
evening. In fact, two questions heard frequently before, during, and since have
been: How has he done it? and How can
he ever be replaced?
The answer to the second question is, of
course, "He can't." But one answer to
the first - plus some autobiographical information - can be found in his own
words on page 24. "Editing from Scientist
to Informed Layman" is an illustrated
adaptation of a speech Ed made some time
ago giving his approach to the job of editing Engineering and Science. The new
editor couldn't ask for a better blueprint.

One of the best documented examples is
that of the Oaxaca, Mexico, earthquake of
November 29, 1978, the subject of a recent Watson Lecture by Karen McNally,
senior research fellow in geophysics. In
"Trapping an Earthquake" on page 6,
which was adapted from that lecture, MeNally discusses some of the problems and
payoffs - human and scientific - of that
prediction.
McNally knows whereof she speaks,
because she was on the scene with an

array of seismographs. And, in a way, she
had been preparing for an opportunity like
that ever since she read an article in Scientific-American at the age of 23 and decided
to become a geophysicist. A native of California, she attended DC Berkeley, becoming in 1976 the first woman in 46 years to
receive a PhD in geophysics from that institution. She has been at Caltech ever
since, except, of course, on those not-sorare occasions when she's monitoring
earthquakes out in the field.

Not in This Issue

Karen McNally
Shakeup

Earthquakes are a subject of such interest
and concern to so many people that E&S
frequently prints information about them
and about seismological research. After
all, we have a completely reliable source
of material - the distinguished staff of
Caltech's Seismological Laboratory. Recently they (and we) have begun seriously
discussing earthquake prediction, partly
because in spite of a lot of uncertainty
about the subject, now and then an earthquake prediction comes true.
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rrapping an Earthquake
by Karen McNally

A s a science, earthquake prediction is an infant - so
young, in fact, that it is only just beginning to emerge
from the realm of science fiction. The important way a science is distinguished from fantasies is by the application of
the scientific method, that is, by the systematic collection
and classification of data and the formulation and testing of
hypotheses based on those data.
This is, of course, an academic definition, but it is also
an accurate description of what happened that allowed us
to "trap" the Oaxaca, Mexico, earthquake of November
29, 1978. In that instance, we had a case history of science
in operation. There were data that led to the making of a
scientific forecast that an earthquake would occur within a
particular area. In response to that prediction, a group of
seismologists from Caltech and the University of Mexico
jointly placed seismographic instruments in the area to collect further data. Just about three weeks later, an earthquake of magnitude 7.8 occurred, precisely where it was
expected. To help relate the size of this earthquake to
others about which we have more knowledge, let me point
out that this was close to the magnitude of the 1906 San
Francisco earthquake and 120 times the size of the 1971
San Fernando earthquake.
The accurate prediction of the Oaxaca earthquake is of
considerable interest to seismologists, of course, but it also
has wider sociological implications. What happened to the
people of that area of Mexico as a result not only of this
carefully evaluated scientific prediction but also of a
widely publicized non-scientific prophecy related to it
could well be the script for what could happen under similar circumstances in, for example, southern California. In
fact, what happened leads seismologists to urge the public
and the appropriate governmental agencies to prepare for
handling earthquake predictions as well as actual earthquakes.
The setting for the Oaxaca earthquake was along the
west coast of Mexico. Here, deep in the Pacific Ocean, the
Cocos Plate subducts, or dives, into the Middle America
Trench and beneath the continent, producing many earthquakes in the process. The subduction of this plate is in
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conjunction with the East Pacific Rise, a spreading seafloor ridge that continues into the Gulf of California and
extends northwestward to become a transform fault that we
know as the San Andreas. While the motion of the San
Andreas fault is different in that its two sides slide past
each other, nevertheless it is an extension of the system
that drives the Cocos Plate underneath the coast of Mexico
and Central America.
In the period since about 1898 this area along the coast
of Mexico has experienced more than 40 earthquakes of
magnitude 7.0 or larger. In a similar period and over a
coastal area about three-quarters as long, California has
had 6 such earthquakes. If we normalize these numbers per
square kilometer, we find that Mexico has five times as
many earthquakes, which should make clear at least part of
our motivation for going outside California to study earthquakes - that is, the availability nearby of extensive

Mexico and Central America make a diagonal strip across this map,
with the tectonic features that affect them on either side and the open
arrow showing the direction of subduction of the Cocos Plate into the
trench and beneath the continent. The black dots indicate the locations of large shallow earthquakes since 1898, and the triangles are
for those originating deeper than 65 kilometers beneath the surface.
The rectangle encloses the area within which the Oaxaca earthquake
occurred last year. (After Ohtake, et al, 1977)
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material for research. We hope that when the next magnitude 7.0 or larger earthquake strikes California (and it
will happen), we will have a better understanding of what
to expect than we have had in the past.
Even though California has fewer large earthquakes than
Mexico, we are fortunate in having an extremely dense
array of seismographs, particularly in southern California
where the density of the population gives rise to legitimate
concern about the effects of large earthquakes on both
structures and people. Instrumentation elsewhere in the
world, unfortunately, is scarce, and data are basically lacking. This was certainly the situation in Mexico. But we
were able to have an array of instruments in the field there
by the first week of November of last year, so we have
data from just over three weeks of detailed signals before
the actual occurrence of the predicted earthquake, plus
records of the seismic activity since.
A combination of circumstances led to the operation of a
seismographic array by Caltech and the University of
Mexico in the Oaxaca area at the appropriate time to trap
this predicted earthquake. First, we knew about the forecast and that it was based on very thought-provoking data.
Another related factor was that because an earthquake had
recently occurred in the area in question, I was invited to
give some lectures about Caltech's earthquake studies to a
group of scientists (who also knew about the forecast) at
the University of Mexico in August 1978. During one of
these lectures, a second earthquake shook Oaxaca, and we
decided to work together to try to discover what was occurring.
The forecast itself was made by scientists from the University of Texas in 1977, and it aroused great interest
among the staff of Caltech' s Seismological Laboratory.
The evidence presented by the Texas group, which was so
convincing to us, went something like this: Along the coast
of Mexico earthquakes were fairly uniform in frequency
between 1971 and 1973. In the area around Oaxaca from
1973 to 1975 they had suddenly ceased. In 1965 on one
side of the area in question there had been an earthquake of
magnitude 7.6, and on the other side of the area there had
been one of about the same magnitude in 1968. The space
along the subduction zone in between - a spatial seismic
gap - had not broken.
As a matter of fact, in 1973 a group of seismologists
from the Lamont Geological Laboratory had pointed out
that this portion of the coastal region was a seismic gap
area since no large (M :? 7) earthquake had occurred there
since a major episode of energy release in 1928 and 1931.
They also pointed out that the average time periods between earthquakes of magnitude 7.0 or larger repeating at

These two earthquake patterns were significant in the development of
the forecast of the Oaxaca earthquake - first, generalized earthquake activity along the coast between 1971 and 1973 (top) and
second, the development of a seismic gap in a part of that area
between 1973 and 1975 (bottom). The locations of the 1965 and 1968
earthquakes on either side of the gap and their aftershock areas are
also shown. The size of the dots indicates the magnitude of the
earthquakes. (After Ohtake, et ai, 1977)

the same location was on the order of 30 years in this region. So the area seemed overdue for a seismic event.
The stopping of seismic activity between 1973 and 1975
in this area was considered by the scientists from the University of Texas to be significant anomalous behavior and
possibly a prelude to a large earthquake. They based this
conclusion in part on data from the 1965 and 1968 earthquakes. In both of those cases, activity stopped for a
period of time, then resumed for a period, and then the
main shock occurred. Looking at this particular seismic
gap in the Oaxaca area in terms of both location and point
in time, they noted the two-year-long cessation of activity,
and forecast that a large earthquake was likely to occur following a resumption of seismic activity. They did not say
definitely when it would happen nor precisely how large it
would be, but they estimated it would be about the same
size as those of 1965 and 1968.
At this point I want to shift gears and describe the effect
of this prediction, plus a related prophecy, on the people of
the State of Oaxaca, particularly those of the town of
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Pinotepa. It may sound bizarre, but it happened, and who
is to say it would not be similar in southern California
under the same circumstances? The following account was
written by two professors of geophysics from the University of Mexico: T. Garza and C. Lomnitz.
On the 7th of February, 1978, two residents of Las
Vegas, Nevada, sent a letter to the President of
Mexico, which contained the following prediction,
based on "demonstrated scientific facts": "Earthquake
in the State of Oaxaca in the town of Pinotepa on 23
April 1978 and large quantities of water causing flooding. "
A copy of this letter reached the office of the Mayor
of Pinotepa a few days later. Some of the effects of the
"prediction" were described in the local Pinotepa
newspaper as follows: "After this announcement, there
has been a tremendous commotion on the Oaxaca coast,
to the point where many persons are fleeing their homes
to emigrate to other towns in Mexico. . . . The psychosis caused by the alarming news has induced them to
sell their properties to the highest bidder, thus destroying their homes .... At first it was a speculative news
item, but so much has been written about it that it has
brought damage to all of Oaxaca as well as to the
neighboring states of Guerrero, Michoacan, Puebla,
and others.... Unfortunately, there has been panic,
particularly in Pinotepa and nearby coastal towns, and
this is understandable because no one wishes to endanger their families; some local people have already
sold their property, and people with money are buying
land .... One wonders: Who are these people picking
up cheap real estate along the Oaxaca coast?"
Meanwhile, a UPI press release from Austin, Texas,
was headlined on the front page of a Mexican daily:
"Texas U predicts big Mexico quake. " This appeared
to lend legitimacy to the prediction for April 23. The
press report did not contain a specific date, but it was
studded with phrases such as "A massive earthquake
will occur soon in the state of Oaxaca," and" UT researchers expect the quake to be stronger than those
that shook Managua and Guatemala," and so on. Verbatim quotes attributed to a reputable U.S. scientist appeared to confirm the earthquake threat to Oaxaca.
The American press caused speculation to flare up
from Acapulco to Salina Cruz. One Acapulco local
newspaper hatched a fantastic story, complete with
"geological sections," claiming that a foreign power
had buried half a dozen nuclear charges in a fault located off the Oaxaca coast, to be detonated on April 23
by a remote control from a plane flying at an altitude of
IS,000 feet. Unfortunately, this story was widely circulated, if not actually believed. A surprisingly large
number of people thought that oil or uranium had been

discovered on the Oaxaca coast and that cheap leases
were being sought by foreign nationals. The questions
asked by reporters reflected similar beliefs.
Sunday, April 23, was a hot, sunny day in Pinotepa.
The Governor of the State of Oaxaca had announced
that he would be in attendance to preside over special
festivities organized "to reassure the people of the
Oaxaca coast that nothing was going to happen on that
date with reference to the said earthquake." Folk dancing groups, musicians, and politicians had been brought
in from the State Capital. The Mayor of Pinotepa told
us that there had been no letup in seismic activity in recent years with reference to the seismic gap. "We feel
some 50 or 60 earthquakes every year," he said. "If
there had been a lull, people would have talked about
it. We just had another shock four days ago." He proceeded to tell us that the two strongest earthquakes announced the beginning and end of the rainy season each
year.
The Mayor was indignant about the prediction,
which he claimed had caused more damage to Pinotepa
than the 1968 earthquake. Though he used strong and
profane language, he also claimed thai the reports of
widespread panic were exaggerated. "Those who left
were mainly out-of-towners ," he stated. "Only about
15 percent of the citizens of Pinotepa are economically
well off and can afford to leave. "
A stroll through the town revealed that perhaps 20
percent of the homes were shuttered, indicating that the
residents were out of town.
The Governor arrived at 5 p.m. and proceeded to the
Town Hall where a special exhibit (including a tent
used for emergency housing) had been prepared by the
Office of Urban Emergencies of the federal government. At 17:40:02 local time, while the Governor was
being shown around the exhibit, an earthquake shook
Pinotepa and startled the crowd inside the Town Hall.
The shock felt like a nearby local earthquake and was
not even recognized as an earthquake by some people
though it caused the metal doors to vibrate audibly. The
Governor and his party were unperturbed, and later denied they had felt an earthquake.
The festivities proceeded as planned. Around 10
p.m. a merry public dance began in the town square.
Shortly after midnight, the Governor looked at his
watch and decided that it was time to return to Oaxaca
City as the prediction had lapsed. Some local residents
still took the small shock in the afternoon as proof that
the prediction had been partially successful, but
everyone was relieved that no disastrous earthquake and
no tsunami had occurred.
For whatever it is worth as an object lesson, then, that is
a description by a Mexican seismologist of the effects of
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The route of the seismograph array (the stations are indicated by
triangles) that trapped the Oaxaca earthquake started at Puerto
Escondido, ran inland and upward 150 kilometers, and then turned
back toward the coast, ending at Puerto Angel. The star is where the
main shock occurred, and the black dots are the largest aftershocks
within the following week. The open circles - in addition to the one
around the main shock - show the locations of aftershocks as given
by the standard worldwide network in the absence of local seismograph station data.

an earthquake prediction on a group of people who were
not prepared to cope with it. Both Mexican and American
seismologists did believe, however, that an earthquake really might occur near Oaxaca and that it was likely to be a
large one. So we people at Caltech gathered our troops,
our small budget, and some good equipment for working
in Mexico, and joined with our colleagues from the University of Mexico to put out the array. Three weeks after it
was in place, the earthquake occurred right in the middle
of our net. Thus we had a complete history of what went
on in those weeks before the main shock as well as after
the main shock.
Our base camp was at Puerto Escondido on the coast of
Mexico. From there, the stations of the array were strung
out in a loop 150 kilometers up into the mountains above
the coast and down again to Puerto Angel, some 100 kilometers east southeast of Puerto Escondido. Every station
was an instrument that had to have its paper seismograms
changed every one or two days, and that meant making it
all the way around the loop for each change. It also meant
crossing rivers where there were no bridges; it meant driving on roads that were often mere tracks through dense
jungle; it meant a climb from sea level to 5,600 feet; and
that meant at least eight hours of travel time - at about
11-13 miles per hour - plus the time it took to service the
equipment.
The instrument we used was a battery-driven rotating
drum. Around it was wrapped a piece of paper that had
been smoked by holding it over a kerosene lantern. A needle, lightly in contact with the paper, scratched a record of
any vibration felt by the instrument. This is one of the old-
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est forms of recording, recently brought into use for portable field array instruments. It is extremely simple, requiring very little except a suitcase to carry it, a source of
smoke, and lacquer to coat the finished seismograms in
order to fix the tracing. In this particular area there was
one other requirement. Because of the intense heat in that
area of Mexico at that time of the year, we had to construct
foliage shelters over the instruments to keep them from
malfunctioning.
After the earthquake occurred, there were - as one of
the Caltech seismologists phrased it - "people ungrinding
their axes. " One of those people was the governor of Oaxaca. He was so pleased with our fine job of figuring out
that there was going to be an earthquake that he just had to
come right down to our base camp (where he had never
been before), bring along his entire press group, and make
a speech. Then a member of the opposition took the stand
and said that there shouldn't be studies of earthquakes in
this area when people are hungry. So our work became
something of a political issue.

Above is a rotating drum covered with smoked paper on which a
needle scratches the trace of vibrations felt by the seismometer.
Below the actual tracing of the Oaxaca earthq uake on a seismograph
located at station PXO is so saturated that it looks like an almost solid
band across the bottom of the strip of paper. The scattered tracings
above that area are of the lesser shocks detected in the two days
before the main shock.
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How much damage was caused by this very large earthquake? Amazingly little as far as we can tell, and much
that was claimed by the local people was obviously in the
hope of their getting the government to pay for repair of
previously existing damage. Generally we have assumed
that we have some ability to predict how damaging to
structures an earthquake will be, based on its size. But this
experience taught us that the matter is far more complicated than that. Are earthquakes along subduction zones
typically low-damage tremors? Is there something in the
way such earthquakes occur or the properties of the subduction zone or the nature of the failure itself that results in
relatively small damage? We don't know the answers to
those questions, but we are looking in a number of different ways at the data we have gathered to try to understand
the main determining factors.
One of the first things to do was to compare the available records of the seismic wave forms obtained for other
large earthquakes along the Mexican coast - in order,
south to north, those of 1970,1965, 1978, 1968, 1979,
and 1973. We had records of the wave forms at teleseismic
distances (that is, records obtained on instruments located
at some distance from the actual event - at Caltech, for
example, in the case of the Mexican earthquakes), and we
could check them. All but one of these records showed extremely small, simple pulses in their first wave form. In
contrast, the northernmost of these quakes showed an extremely complex pulse, indicating a ratcheting kind of effect as the earth broke and generated a high-frequency
wave. Obviously, one of the first things for us to do in the
light of that finding is to compare the damage reports for
each of these areas in those earthquakes. We need to identify the areas of simple and complex sliding to see whether
there is a correlation with the amount of damage.
We already knew that the size of an earthquake is related to the area that slipped and the amount of slippage,
and we were able to obtain comprehensive data on those
factors in this earthquake because the field array gave us
excellent constraints on the aftershock area. We found that
this earthquake was what we call a low-stress drop earthquake, and this may be another ingredient in low-damage
earthquakes.
Since we had an array in place for this earthquake, we
were also able to analyze the data to confirm the existence
of tectonic plates, plot their depth at various distances inland, and determine the relation of the subduction failure
to that depth. This is the first time this kind of information
has become available in this region.
We have, of course, very well documented records of
the foreshock activity in the last three weeks before this
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Initial wave forms of six large earthquakes along the Mexican coastal
subduction zone show small simple pulses in five cases, including
the Oaxaca earthquake, while a 1973 event in northern Mexico produced a complex pulse. This may be correlated with the complexity
of sliding and, consequently, the amount of quake-caused damage.
[The magnitudes (Ms)given here for the 1965 and 1968 earthquakes
differ slightly from those quoted in the text because they are from a
different source.]

earthquake occurred. At first the seismic activity was quite
low, with just a few events occurring at the edges of the
area we were studying. Then a cluster of earthquakes
broke the silence in the quiet region around the main
shock. The quiescence then resumed within that area, but
there was a much larger amount of activity around the
periphery of the region. Nevertheless, within about a 30kilometer radius of the main shock, nothing further occurred until, finally, in the last 1. 8 days before the main
shock, earthquakes again clustered in the quiet zone.
To concentrate on those last 1.8 days, a small event occurred very near the main shock region, and then activity
began out at the edge of the region and migrated up-dip
closer and closer to the center until 17 hours before the
main shock. For those 17 hours, activity mostly stopped
except for three events that moved out and down-dip back
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down the plate. The migration that moved inward seemed
to originate at deeper points along the plate and move upward toward the point of the main shock.
The fault mechanism of an earthquake can be described
as something like two pieces of foam rubber sliding past
each other. There is a cut down the middle where, because
of the friction along the cut, the pieces of rubber first stick
and then slip as you slide them along. If you imagine a
sphere around the central region of the foam rubber, you
can see that as you push one side past the other, the impulse of the side that is not being pushed will be away
from the sphere. Our data show us where there was push
and where there was pull in this zone and that in the middle of the sphere is the earthquake source. From these data
we have deduced that this earthquake (i.e., the main
shock) was a thrust event, with the plate thrusting under
the continental crust. Analysis of the foreshocks indicates
that the mechanism of the activity at some distance from
the main shock was different from the main shock itself.
There seemed to be a kind of predictive slipping going on
in the immediate region of the main shock, however, that
emulated the subsequent fault mechanism of the main
shock.
Our data on the foreshocks indicate a number of other
significant factors. First, the average size of the events before the main shock clearly increased with time. Second, if

The foreshocks of the Oaxaca earthquake illustrate the slipping during the last 1.8 days prior to the main shock (star). After a small event
(1) near the center, shocks began on the outer edge (black and white
dots) and migrated inward. For the last 17 hours all was quiet except
for the three events moving outward (arrows).

i

you look at numbers of the events in the 32-hour period
before the main shock, you can see that there is a strong
increase and then a period of quiet. We were able to see
clearly that in this last 32-hour period before the main
shock there was a distinct clustering of earthquake activity
that was quite different from any previous activity. It is
encouraging in our efforts to make reliable earthquake predictions to think that if we had had similar data in advance
of other earthquakes, we almost surely would have recognized the significant changes in activity from this kind of
display.
This rise in earthquake activity and then a period of
quiet before a main shock seems to be very common in
foreshock sequences for earthquakes all over the world,
but this is not a matter for as much optimism as it would
seem we might expect. The fact of the matter is that if we
had not had the instrumentation in place in this earthquake,
we would not have recorded this foreshock activity
elsewhere. All of these short-term foreshocks were smaller
than the worldwide detection threshold. Our studies of
earthquakes on that basis are mainly of those of magnitude
4.0 and larger. As far as we know, about 44 percent of all
earthquakes are preceded by foreshock activity of this
kind. What we learned from this earthquake is that we
need much more instrumentation for increased detection to
find out if foreshock sequences are more common than we
have supposed.
Of course, in studying earthquakes and their failure
mechanisms, seismologists are under the handicap of not
being able to conduct earthquakes under varying conditions
in order to find out what makes them happen. It's a circular situation. We have to study what happened before an
earthquake in order to predict one, but we have to be able
to predict one so we will know where to go to set up our
instruments to get data to study. One thing we can do is to
set up models to study in the laboratory, and one class of
such models - called the dilatancy model - involves
studying what happens to rock samples under stress. In this
model (which has been developed both in the United States
and in the Soviet Union) we measure the deformation of a
sample of rock as we squeeze it. At first there are a series
of small failures, creating microcracks in the rock sample.
At a certain point, the density of microcracks becomes
large and causes an increase in the volume of the sample.
A coalescence of microcracks then takes place, and the
size of fracturing events increases near what becomes the
main fault plane, locally reducing the stress. The actual
volume increase - or uplift - decreases again, and then
failure may follow.
This suggests a number of things for earthquake studies;
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rrapping an Earthquake

Microfracturing of a rock sample under pressure in the laboratory does not reproduce the
period of quiet observed before the actual
main shock of an earthquake. It does, however, illustrate the cluster of fractures (second
frame - numbers on contour lines are the
number of fractures) near the fault plane,
which corresponds to observed activity. In the
rock sample this is followed by a decreased
frequency of events (third frame) and finally
increasing activity just before failure. (Datil
courtesy of D. Lockner)

that, for example, we might observe uplift in the earth's
crust before an earthquake. There have, indeed, been many
observations of such uplift, but they are not well understood because their behavior is not consistent. We have all
heard of the Palmdale uplift (or bulge) and because of the
dilatancy model seismologists have been interested in and
concerned about that uplift and what it may mean for a future earthquake on the San Andreas fault.
If we want to carry the analogy further, we can think of
the microfractures in the rock sample as representing small
earthquakes. An increase in microfracturing could represent an increase in activity in the last days before an earthquake. At present, laboratory models fail to predict the
quiescent period of hours immediately preceding the final
shock in a real earthquake.
If you look at rock fracturing within a sample in order to
try to understand the time history of microfracturing, you
can see several stages. First of all, there is a cluster of fractures corresponding to earthquakes near what becomes the
fault plane. There are up to hundreds of events, followed
by a quiet period when the frequency of events may drop
to 50. In the last stage before the sample fails, microfracturing increases to 100 close to the fault plane. The clustering of microfracturing is certainly comparable to what is
seen in the field, but what isn't comparable (perhaps because it is not observable on the kind of time scale we have
in the laboratory) is the 30-kilometer-wide ring of quiet
near the main shock. In the laboratory we can see nothing
but increased concentrations of failures near the fault line.
The time scales for earthquake prediction are on the
order of days to decades, and it is expected that the time
period of this particular anomaly is related to the size of
the subsequent event, but we really do not have enough
data to be sure of that. If we bring to bear our data from
the Oaxaca earthquake, we find that things are more complicated than we suspected. The scientists from the University of Texas showed a quiescent period beginning about
1973, but we later found that it had been quiet in the local
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area since 1966; the quiet area just became larger in 1973.
In terms of the seismic gap area and its relation to plate
tectonics, the data are also somewhat confusing. You can
take all of the sizes of large earthquakes along the coast of
Mexico and Central America (since the size of an earthquake is related to how much slip there should be) and locate them along the trench at the edge of the Cocos Plate
- and then look for a place where there has not been any
slip. You have the known average plate rates (Central
America - 7 to 9 em per year; Mexico - 5 to 8) over a
long period of time to check your work against - and then
you come up with problems.
At some places the amount of slip we have measured in
earthquakes actually corresponds with the long-term average plate rates; but at other places - particularly in Central America - it does not correspond at all. Even more
disturbing, it turns out that subduction of sea floor topographic anomalies may lead to apparent seismic gaps of a
different (or non-predictive) kind. Some of the areas that
are quiet seismically actually coincide rather well with
areas of prominent sea-floor topography, which means that
in looking at seismic gaps we have to decide whether they
will ever break. It is my present opinion, based on the
study of modern data and of old Mexican journals dating
back as far as 1542, that some areas being subdueted under
the continental shelf may never break in a large earthquake. So we need to find out which gaps are likely to
break and which are not and what relation they have to the
topographical properties along the trench.
So this is where we stand in earthquake prediction a year
after the Oaxaca earthquake. We are still collecting data,
still developing hypotheses and trying them out. Someday
we will be much more sure of what it all means. When that
day comes, we seismologists hope there will be an enlightened public, educated and able to cope with the implications of earthquake prediction. The importance of that is
one of the most significant things to have learned from our
trapping of the Oaxaca earthquake. 0
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The distinguished astronomer George Ellery Hale?

On

a campus as small as Caltech's,
you'd think every aspect of every building
would be familiar to everyone. But it
doesn't seem to work out that way. A
quick (and statistically insignificant) poll
of some long-time members of the Institute community a while back produced
only one gleam of recognition as to the
whereabouts of the models for the photographs on these pages; yet you can see
them from one of the main campus
thoroughfares. Anyone who is interested
should stroll down the Olive Walk and
take a look at the capitals on the colonnade between Ricketts and Fleming
houses.
"Where?" is not the only possible
question about them. Some of them look
enough like well-known figures of the
1920' s for us to wonder "Who?" and also
"What can we find out about them?"
The answer to the last question - after
extended, though intermittent, investigation - turns out to be "Not much." Not
much, at least, in the way of solid identification, but the search yielded a few factual sidelights (for which, read on) and the
opportunity to speculate (a game anyone
can play).
Our first step was to examine the
records in the Institute archives about the
building and dedication of the student
houses. We looked at several scrapbooks
full of newspaper clippings and at the
minutes of the meetings of Caltech' s
Board of Trustees. As far as we can tell
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A
Capital Idea

from those, back in 1931 when the first
four undergraduate student houses were
built, both the reporters and the recorders
on the scene were either blind to or blase
about the decorative details of the buildings and arcades.
One solid lead was to Robert Lehman
(BS ' 31). Bob was a member of a ninestudent committee appointed in November
1930 to make recommendations to the
Board of Trustees about the organization

of life in the new houses, which were to
be ready for occupancy in September
1931. To fulfill this assignment, three of
the committee, including Bob, spent three
months traveling about the United States
and Europe studying various types of student housing. Their report - issued in
March 1931 as a Bulletin of the California
Institute of Technology (Volume XL, No.
131) - was a strong voice in the way the
houses were organized, but Bob doesn't

A Nobel Prize-winning physicist, Robert Andrews Millikan?
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remember that anyone paid any attention
to the statuary that ornaments many of the
house courtyards and arcades.
It's heartening to note that someone did
notice them at the time, however. Small
photographs of the figures were reproduced on the pages separating the various
sections of the 1932 Big T, which was
edited by Albert Atwood (BS '32, MS
'33), now of Los Angeles.
The designer of the first four undergraduate houses was the distinguished
southern California architect Gordon
Kaufmann. Among other structures to his
credit are the Los Angeles Times Building, All Saints Episcopal Church in
Pasadena, the Athenaeum at Caltech, and
Santa Anita Race Track. Unfortunately for
our project, Mr. Kaufmann died in 1949.
It was Arthur Klein, professor of
aeronautics emeritus and Caltech alumnus
of the class of 1921, who told us that his
classmate John H. "Hi" Hood probably
executed the figures. Our letter to Hood,
who is retired from the cast stone business
and living in Hawaii, produced the following reply: "Gordon Kaufmann, architect,

Violinist -

and physicist -

The pilot of the "Spirit of St. Louis," Charles Lingbergh?

was the designer of the ornamental column
and pilaster caps. Mr. Kaufmann had the
models made of clay in Los Angeles. I
took these models and made glue molds,
in which I cast the pieces using a concrete
consisting of crushed dolomite and a
blending of cements.
"After casting, my men cut the surfaces
with air tools to simulate natural stone. To

the best of my knowledge Mr. Kaufmann
did not try to caricature anyone in particular. If they resemble someone, it is purely
coincidental as my men did not have a picture to help them in their finishing."
Pictures they may not have had, but we
still wonder what - or whom - Mr.
Kaufmann had in mind when he made
those clay models. D

Albert Einstein?

This one is readers' choice.
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Research in Progress
Acid Rain
8e as the driven snow? Despite this old saying, scientists are finding that precipitation over industrial areas is
not so pure anymore but carries pollution back to the earth
as acid.
This is also true of southern California, say James J.
Morgan, professor of environmental engineering science,
and Howard M. Liljestrand, a recent doctoral graduate
working under Morgan. Under contract from the Air Resources Board, Morgan has undertaken a detailed definition of the chemical composition of rainfall in southern
California, more specifically in the Los Angeles area, and
its relation to that of the rest of western United States and
the East.
Recent studies, with attendant alarming publicity, have
shown a marked increase over the past few decades in the
acidity of rain and snow in northern Europe and the northeastern United States, both highly industrialized areas. But
the West, with its open spaces and less concentrated industry, has remained largely unresearched - until now.

Although there is little background historical data, acidity is probably a newcomer to the West. Using an indirect
method to back-calculate probable figures for the pH of
various western sites, Liljestrand found that the rain was
actually alkaline as recently as the 1950s. Some sites had a
pH as high as 7, while most were in the 6 range. (Although 7 is neutral in a closed system, pure water in
equilibrium with the atmosphere has a pH of 5.65 due to
dissolved carbonic acid; hence 5.65 is used as a reference
point, and any atmospheric pH above it is considered alkaline.) This alkalinity is not surprising, since so much of
the West's alkaline soil is blown into the air as dust.
Liljestrand's measurements of the Los Angeles area during the fall of 1978 through the spring of 1979 show an entirely different picture, however - a picture that is especially startling in light of the alkalinity of the recent past.
Acidity ranged from a pH of 4.54 in Long Beach and 4.41
in Pasadena to 5.42 at Big Bear. There is a clear gradient
from coast to mountains caused by the pollutant sources -
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Even in alkaline southern California, rain can
be acid - as shown by the pH measured at
various sites in the Los Angeles area last
year. The map also indicates a clear correlation between rain acidity and the sources of
pollution.
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Research in Progress

automobiles and power plants - and the prevailing winds.
Southern California is not downwind of any other major
polluter, as are some unlucky places in the East, so the
acidity in the rain here is all produced locally.
Liljestrand also conducted more detailed measurements
and chemical analysis of precipitation in Pasadena over a
four-year period, collecting in the entire study approximately 15,000 pieces of data. Measurement of rainwater
composition over time showed, among other things, that
the rate of rainfall caused extraordinary changes in pH. As
rain intensity increases, acidity drops off.
Although a number of substances contribute to the problem, the essential ingredients of acid rain are the nitric and
sulfuric acids resulting from the combustion of fossil fuels.
Among Liljestrand' s interesting findings is the fact that
precipitation in the Los Angeles basin - compared with
the East and Europe - has a higher ratio of nitrates, which
come primarily from auto emissions (although from power
plants as well), to sulfates, which are produced mainly by
industrial sources.
In spite of the fact that what goes up must come down,
Liljestrand found that most of the pollutants do not come
back down in rain. Advection, or blowing away, rids the
area of most of the nitrogen and sulfur oxides. The second
most important mechanism for removal of acidity from the
Los Angeles "airshed" is the settling of aerosol (smog)
and gases back into the terrestrial ecosystem. Rain in this
semi-arid climate actually accounts for comparatively little
acid removal from the atmosphere. The study is giving the
two scientists a feeling for the relative importance of the
different mechanisms.
While raindrops serve to gather harmful gases, they also
dilute them, and dry transport of gases and aerosol is potentially more damaging. For example, an aerosol with a
pH of 2 can bum a hole in a leaf. Although the long-run
effects can only be guessed at, pH is a master variable that
controls a lot of things. Acidification may deplete trace
metals, and lake populations are particularly sensitive to
acid.
At the very least, rainwater has sustained a blow to its
image. Far from being a carrier of pollution, it has been
considered the purest water available as well as the
cleanser of the atmosphere. It cannot be both.
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Battery Power
Back in 1968 senior Wally E. Rippel drove the Caltech entry in the cross-country Great Electric Car Race to a
half-hour victory over the MIT car (£&5. October 1968).
Rippel drove his own 1958 Volkswagen bus converted to
electric power with a lead-acid battery. MIT's losing entry
in the race ran on nickel-cadmium batteries.
Rippel is back, now as a member of the technical staff
of JPL, and is more than ever an advocate of electric cars
and lead-acid batteries. He and his colleague at JPL, Dean
B. Edwards, also a Caltech graduate (MS '73, PhD '77),
claim that this traditional battery, with a little help from
space-age materials, may prove to be the most efficient
and economical source of electric car power over the next
decade.
Although the lead-acid battery has been around for more
than 100 years and probably has been developed as far as it
can go for starting gasoline engines, applying new materials to the old concept offers considerable potential for
improvement in application to electric cars.
The conventional lead-acid battery used in gasoline
powered cars has lead grids holding electrochemically active lead materials in place. Although the grids themselves
do not store energy, they add considerable weight and restrict the battery's power performance.
An alternative approach, the "bipolar construction,"
does away with the grids and uses thin conductive sheets
(biplates) to conduct electricity from one cell to the next.
Since this construction has the potential for weight reduction and higher power, numerous attempts have been made
to develop such bipolar batteries. However, in the case of
bipolar lead-acid batteries, virtually all such efforts have
failed because of materials problems with the biplate.
Thanks to graphite fibers, a new lightweight material,
Edwards and Rippel may have found a solution to the biplate problem. Their approach, using graphite fibers
molded into thin sheets of polyethylene, allows a reduction
in dead weight as well as increased plate surface area. This
increased surface area leads in tum to improved electrochemical performance of the energy-storing materials.
One of the new battery's key features is its performance.
With four times more power per pound, it will far out-
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perform conventional lead-acid batteries in acceleration, in
climbing steep hills, and in maximum speed. According to
the two engineers' calculations, their battery will enable an
electric car to go from a full stop to 60 miles per hour in
12 seconds, even when the battery is 80 percent discharged.
The bipolar lead-acid battery is expected to last an estimated 50,000 to 80,000 miles, which is substantially
longer than other types of batteries currently being developed. Its projected range capability of 150 miles before
recharging makes a practical electric vehicle a real possibility within the next few years.
Another advantage of the new bipolar lead-acid battery
is that it produces less heat than its conventional counterpart. Overheating was a problem that plagued both the
MIT and Caltech cars in the cross-country race 11 years
ago, a problem that was then solved by packing the battery
areas full of ice. Alternate batteries, such as General
Motors' new zinc-nickel oxide battery, are even more sensitive to high temperatures than lead-acid ones and could
present difficulties in desert areas.
Another advantage the bipolar lead-acid battery has over
nickel-type batteries is cost. Nickel is expensive and must
be imported, while lead is cheap and available in adequate
domestic supply. Rippel estimates that a bipolar-powered
car would have an energy expense of about one cent per
mile.

The first phase of basic research on the battery has been
completed, and Edwards and Rippel's immediate goal is to
demonstrate acceptable performance of the polyethylenegraphite fiber biplate - the key element in their invention.
Portions of this work will be carried out jointly with Caltech Associate Professor of Engineering Design David F.
WelCh and his students. They will be involved with some
of the mechanical aspects, such as fabrication of the molds
for the experimental parts.
In case you're wondering, Rippel still drives an electric
car and has logged nearly 50,000 miles in a Datsun converted to electric power - with a lead-acid battery, of
course.
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The men behind the development of the bipolar lead-acid battery - Wally Rippel and
Dean Edwards, with David Welch. Edwards
hold s a sample of the graph itefiber material.
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Thin, light biplates of polyethylene and
graphite fibers connecting the bipolar leadacid battery cells allow a greater number of
cells to be stacked together for more power
per pound.
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Magnetic Bubbles
Over in Steele Laboratory they're watching bubblesnot soap or champagne, but magnetic bubbles, about
l-lO,OOOth of an inch in diameter. These tiny magnetized
areas are used in computer information storage, where they
have the particular advantage of not "losing their
memories" if power is turned off.
Development of bubble technology was begun at Bell
Laboratories in 1966; bubble memories have been in use
for the past five years, but a better understanding of some
of their fundamental functions should greatly improve the
technology. That's why Floyd B. Humphrey, professor of
electrical engineering and applied physics, is watching
bubbles. He is particularly interested in the physics of how
they move - the dynamics of the bubble walls.
To begin creating bubbles, a thin magnetic film is grown
on top of a non-magnetic single crystal. When subjected to
a uniform magnetic field, the film will be magnetized in a
perpendicular (upward) direction. If a particular spot is
then magnetized in a downward direction, a bubble of finite size appears over that spot. Millions of them will fit
on a dime-sized crystal. These bubbles are extremely stable and, since the uniform field is supplied by a permanent
magnet, independent of power.
How do they move? Since a bubble will move to the
spot where the magnetic field is lowest, local changes can
be made in the uniform field by a pattern of small metal
"magnets" put on the crystal's surface. By rotating a field
that is parallel to the plane of the film, the magnetic pattern can be affected so that the point of least magnetic field
at the bubble changes continually; the bubbles can be made
to progress regularly from place to place through the pattern. Information is stored by the presence or absence of a
bubble at a particular spot - bubble or no bubble, one or
zero (in binary terms), on or off.
In order to learn what happens to the structure of these
fast-moving magnetic areas as they go from one spot to
another, Humphrey photographs them through a microscope with a flash 10 nanoseconds (10 x 10- 9 seconds) in
duration; the usual camera flash lasts about threethousandths of a second. Humphrey's flash is a laserdriven laser, continuously taking individual pictures,
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Floyd Humphrey adjusts video micrometer to measure one of a group
of magnetic bubbles photographed through a microscope by a laser
(at the rear to the right of the screen). The snake-like lines on the
screen are "stripe domains" - another shape of bubble.

which are translated onto a television screen through a silicon intensified-target videcon. This method produces what
appears to be a continuous moving picture of the bubbles
and simultaneously records the images as well as data on
what was done to produce and manipulate the bubbles.
Later these images can be studied, one picture at a time,
and the bubbles observed and measured as they move, expand, contract, and deform.
Ultimately Humphrey and his students want to know
how the bubbles work in a computer memory. They study
bubbles in memory devices, particularly in situations
where they do not act as expected. Then the researchers try
to recreate the same situation with "free" bubbles (not in a
device and therefore more understandable) to figure out
what is happening to them and why they act as they do.
In the course of his work Humphrey has added considerably to the understanding of bubble walls and how they
move. He has discovered many different kinds of wall
structures and invented a theory to account for the bubbles'
apparent momentum. And as long as there is more to be
learned about this new technology, Humphrey's lab intends to keep on bubbling.
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Oral History

Winchester Jones
-How It Was

L. Winchester Jones came to Caltech in
1925 as an instructor in English, and he
quickly gravitated into the freshman admissions committee. By the time he retired
in 1968 as dean of admissions, emeritus,
he had had considerable influence on the
nature of the admissions process and its
product at Caltech. He was interviewed
for the oral history program of the Institute Archives by Mary Terrall, and E&S
presents here the second of two parts of an
edited version of those interviews.
As a number of readers pointed out to
us after reading Part One, Winch Jones is
one of the great raconteurs, and Caltech
anecdotes are his specialty. Fortunately,
Mary Terral! was able to record afew
samples from the Jones repertoire, one of
which begins on page 22.

Mary Terrall: I think we're up to World
War II. Were there very many of the
humanities faculty members who were involved in war work in one way or
another?
Winchester Jones: Not as many as there
were in science. We stayed on the job and
did pretty much what we had been doing.
I don't recall that any of us except Horace
Gilbert really was engaged directly in war
work, though we were on various boards
and things that were trying to do something for the war, independent of our connection with Caltech. Bill Huse was a kind
of historian for the rocket project.
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MT: In terms of the teaching, were most
of the same courses offered even though
the enrollment was down?
WJ: The Navy V-12 program left our

humanities, and practically everything
else, pretty much to us. They said, "We
want these boys educated the way you
educate your students, so go ahead. "
MT: So what was the situation - a certain
percentage of the students were in the
V-I2?
WJ: Yes. Of course, they had to volunteer;
they weren't drafted.
MT: But they didn't have to get admitted
by Caltech.
WJ: No. The Navy transferred a certain
number of students from other colleges
that didn't have a science or engineering
place, and oh boy, what a headache that
was. The first day of the V-12 I didn't go
to bed at all, and there were two or three
others who never got to bed that night or
the next day. These boys poured in from
various places with their transcripts in
their hot little hands, and we tried to make
head or tail out of them, and decide where
in the world we could fit them in. Were
they partly sophomores or partly
freshmen, or all freshmen? Or had they
had any advanced algebra? No. What the
hell are you going to do about that? Oh, it
was a mess.
To make it worse, we had no commanding officer. Here these people all arrived,
and there was a little lieutenant who
hadn't been in the Navy more than just his
basic training period, and he was scared to

death. And no commanding officer. We
finally got a man by the name of Mantell
who came out here three days late, but he
settled things in a hurry.
MT: Did you try to fit the students into the
regular Caltech curriculum?
WJ: We tried to, yes. The Navy offered a
very few courses - some strictly Navy
stuff taught by the commanding officer.
For the most part we tried to fit them into
just what we hap been teaching; that's
what the Navy wanted.
MT: How did that work out?
WJ: It wasn't as bad as you might have
thought. Some of the students got set back
a year or two, but it wasn't all that bad,
and the faculty wasn't quite as tough as
they had been. It was wartime after all.
MT: What was the feeling among the civilian undergraduates toward the V-12?
WJ: To the best of my recollection, there
weren't more than about 75 or 80 of them.
And they felt out of it, of course. Except
for the freshmen, for the most part they
were 4F. So we had very few civilians,
and it was kind of tough on them; they
didn't get into the activities very much. Of
course, the V-12 wanted all the athletic
activities it could get - teams and everything. Boy, for three years we had the
finest football team Caltech ever had. We
had two-thirds of the Stanford football
team in the V-12 unit, and the rest of it
was made up of Cal and University of
Washington football players. We won
every game for two years, and one year it
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was 66-0 over Occidental. Those were
great days for athletics.
MT: Were you involved in administering

the V-12 thing?

Wi: Yes. They thought the registrar was
the logical place to go, so I was the administrator, and I also made some of the
feeding and housing contracts that we had
to make, not only with the V-12 but also
for the Air Force unit we had there, the
meteorological people. In fact, more or
less unknowingly, I rented Tournament
Park to all three services for the same
amount each. Somebody found out about
it later, and said they were going to sue or
something. I believe we were entitled to
fifty cents a head and I got fifty cents a
head from all three services. As a matter
of fact, they were all out there together at
the same time.
That contract-making was kind of fun.
Jim Page was chairman of the trustees at
that time, and when I started making contracts I said to Page, "Look, Jim, I don't
know anything about business, or how to
make contracts." He said, "Well, we lost
our shirts on the last contract we had made
by the business office, and you can't do
any worse than that." And I said, "Well,
all right, Jim; if I'm going to make a contract, I want a case of Scotch and a case of
bourbon, and I'm not going to pay for it."
And he said, "It'll be there tomorrow."
So at the contract meeting we had a captain and a commander, and all sorts of
flunkies around, and we sat there in a
room and talked, and put things off, and
looked up information and so on until
about four o'clock, when I said, "It's getting kind of late, let's go have a drink
back at my house." Well, finally at about
eight o'clock at night, we made a dam
good contract.
MT: You were also in the California State

Guard at this time. What did that entail?

Wi: That took the place of the National
Guard, which had gone into active duty,
and so they had to have some organization
in case there was a riot or other
emergency. We had guard duty and riot
training. As a matter of fact, on Pearl
Harbor night the company that I was
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commanding took over Caltech. They
were very much worried about the aeronautics lab and one or two of the other
buildings where the beginnings of the
rocket research were going on, and they
wanted those guarded. They thought
somebody might blow them up or that
some sabotage or damage might be done.
It wasn't an easy place to guard on account of those steam tunnels. Every building could be entered from underground
through the steam tunnels.
MT: So what did you do?

Wi: We had guards down there, and we
changed them every hour and a half or
two hours. You stand there in that steam
tunnel, in uniform - it's like being in a
Turkish bath. I'll never forget, about six
o'clock on the morning of December 8 I
went over to the Greasy Spoon to have a
cup of coffee and get some scrambled
eggs - I'd been up all night. They kept
the Greasy Spoon open all night for us.
And as I was going over, I heard a guard
challenge over in front of the aeronautics
building. The word was passed, and the
corporal of the guard came up, and I
looked across to see what was going on,
and there was a poor little Japanese
graduate student. He'd just got up and was
on his way to work; he hadn't even heard
about Pearl Harbor, much less the idea
that the Japanese had attacked. And this
guard had him nailed right against the
door. He said to his corporal, "Can I
shoot him now, Corporal? Can I shoot him
now, or do I have to wait?" He was really
eager. I got over there in a hurry. I said to
the corporal, "For gosh sake, take that
gun away from him, or he will pull the
trigger before he's through." It was a
nervous moment. It was just lucky he
didn't pull the trigger too, by mistake.
MT: Was this guarding of the aeronautics

building just for a short period?

Wi: Just two or three days. By that time
Caltech got regular professional guards.
MT: So after the war when DuBridge was

brought in and Millikan retired, were there
obvious changes?

Wi: Not a great deal as far as the undergraduate area was concerned. The transi-

tion was very easy on account of Earnest
Watson. Earnest was really acting president - he didn't have any title, but he really was - for the last year or so between
the two. DuBridge fitted in beautifully; he
had the kind of mind that saw immediately
what went on, and there wasn't any need
for any immediate change. As far as the
undergraduate work was concerned, I
don't think he had any great plans. It was
going very satisfactorily, and we had good
students, and we were doing all right. I
think he thought that we mightstep up our
recruiting a little bit, which we did.
MT: What about more general change in

the atmosphere on the campus?

Wi: I wouldn't say that the change in administration had anything to do with that
at all. Things changed as they do anywhere over a period of time. One of the attitudes that had changed in that period
made teaching much less interesting for
me. These fellows who came out of high
school were now convinced that they
ought to know something about the
humanities. Instead of saying, "All right,
the heck with you," and then finding out
what they really wanted, they sat there
almost pathetically: "Here I am, educate
me. " It was a much more passive attitude.
MT: It was after the war that you noticed

this?

Wi: That's right. Except for the veterans.
The veterans were a prize, really, but after
they got through, there wasn't the same
feeling about the humanities. The kids had
been persuaded somehow or other that taking humanities was like castor oil; it was
good for you. We didn't have to work
with them and convince them. For me,
they were less interesting students.
MT: How did the admissions work then

change after the war? Did you have a lot
more applicants?

Wi: Yes, the applications picked up. We
had much wider interviews and more of
them. During the war, we couldn't interview at all, you see. We really didn't have
to with the V-12, but we couldn't get
transportation and there was no way to do
it. So that was revived. In my day we
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never did any very heavy recruiting. In a
way, the interview trips were recruiting.
But I was about the only one who did any
recruiting aside from that - in the fall,
for example. Peter Miller did some too.
MT: You mean going around to schools

and talking to them?
WJ: Yes. I had a little different system

from the other colleges. The schools got
fed up with the standard recruiters after a
while. People were coming in all the time
and wanting to see their top ten students,
you know. Well, I never went at it that
way at all. I wrote them a letter and asked,
"Do you want a vocational guidance talk
on science and engineering?" "Why,
sure, we think that would be a good thing
for our boys. " So instead of seeing the top
ten students, I talked to a whole class.
Often I have talked from eight 0' clock the first class in the morning - until two
in the afternoon without a break. I talked
to every math class and every physics
class that had met through the morning
and afternoon. I never mentioned Caltech,
but I was always introduced, of course, as
being from there, and the students would
come up afterward and ask me about Caltech; that was fine, but I never brought it
up. And the schools would know that, and
they figured I wasn't recruiting. Well, I
certainly was; that was what I was doing
it for. But they felt that those talks were
valuable.
MT: Was there any discussion back in the

fifties about admitting women?
WJ: Quite a bit. And as you know, the
main reason against it was, particularly in
graduate work, that you put all this time
on the girl, and she went out, and maybe
she worked at it a year or two after graduation, got married, had children, and
never made any further contribution to
science or engineering. That was the
theory, anyway. And to some extent it's
true, I guess. Caltech was a small place,
and we had a limited number of graduates,
so we decided it would be better to take
those who had a better chance of staying
in the field and going on and doing something for the next 20 or 30 years after they
graduated. Well, finally it became obvious
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that we should admit women to graduate
school. As you know, that came several
years before the admission of women undergraduates. So there was a faculty meeting, and it was pretty obvious by that time
that it was going to be approved.

following fall. And they made me the
chairman of the committee to decide what
had to be done in order to admit them where we were going to house them,
where we were going to feed them, what
we were going to do about this and that.

MT: But were there people who were

MT: Did you get a sense that there was a

really vehemently against it?

difference in the overall qualifications of
the student body as time went on?

WJ: Quite a number, as a matter of fact.

But there wasn't any real opposition at
that faculty meeting. It had all been said
before. I've forgotten who it wasmaybe Ralph Smythe - who got up and
made the motion that we admit women to
graduate school, provided they gave every
promise of being unusually productive.
There was a dead silence. And I rose and
asked if the gentleman would kindly define his terms. Well, I wish you could
have heard the next half hour. Four
hundred serious faculty people tried to
decide how you define productivity in
women. I never had a better time.
MT: Did they then decide on that?

WJ: Oh, yes, it passed; they finally got a

motion that satisfied everybody.
MT: Was there a stipulation that the

female graduate students had to be especially qualified?
WJ: As I recall, the motion contained

some phrase or other that they had to be
people who we thought really would go on
and make a life career out of it. Of course,
the same thing should have been said
about the men.
MT: That's right. What about the decision

to admit undergraduate women?
WJ: From that time on, I said, "You will

admit women to the undergraduate school
when I either die or retire, not before."
MT: Why was that?

WJ: I didn't feel that any of us were capa-

ble of picking women students. I wasn't
prejudiced about it; I just didn't want any
more bother. So they said, "All right,
we'll wait for this crazy man to get out. "
However, they took a minor revenge, because the last year I was there, they decided they were going to admit women the

WJ: No, but there was perhaps a little

more sophistication. Some of the early
students were pretty rugged guys - rugged individualists and everything else. I
would say that, on the whole, the later
group was - conformist is not the right
word; they never were conformists, but
they were, I think, a little more housebroken. In the first place, many more of
them were theoretical people, even the engineers. In the early days, engineering was
a pretty practical matter. I don't mean
there wasn't research in engineering; there
was. But it was not expected that the engineers would go on in the same proportion and get graduate degrees, or that they
would be the kind of engineer that was
basically a fundamental research man.
MT: So in that sense the type of student

changed.
WJ: In that sense, yes. Our admittees in

the 1920s were highly motivated, but not
all of them could have made it at Caltech
in the 1950s. Maybe half of them or more
would have fallen by the wayside. They
were bright in their own way, but they
were not people who could have taken the
modem math and physics that are being
thrown at students now.
MT: I read something that you wrote in

Engineering and Science back in 1949
about how Caltech has one of the lowest
academic failure rates in the country. And
then I happened to be looking at the Bulletin from the early seventies and it had
some figures about how 10 percent of the
freshmen don't come back as sophomores,
and 30 percent don't graduate. Now it's
obvious that many people just can't do it.
WJ: Can't do it, or don't want to after

they find out what it is really like. You
see, my figures were failure rate; but the
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Have you heard Winch Jones tell this one?
One of the famous people on the faculty
was Fritz Zwicky. He was a wild Swiss.
And a very controversial figure, a very
definite figure. And very amusing. Well, I
came into the faculty club one day, and I
sat down at the table where I usually sat, a
big round table. There were more foreigners, it seemed to me, in those days on the
faculty than there were later. This must
have been before the 1941 War. It was a
rather dull lunch, I thought, so I threw a
remark out to see what would happen. I
said, "You know, all foreigners are rotten
automobile drivers." Three or four
mouths opened around the table, and
Zwicky got his open first; he usually did.
He turned on me and he said, "Jones, that
is the kind of idiotic remark you have been
making around here now for twenty years.
Justify such a stupid statement. "
I said, "Well, how about (Josef) Mattauch; he killed himself up here on the
Ridge Route, coming around those curves

Winchester Jones
... continued

dropout, the man who shifted and decided
he wanted to go to Stanford to study
economics, doesn't have to go to Stanford
to study economics now. We lost him,
where we wouldn't now. But I wouldn't
count him as a failure.
MT: Were there many people who did
transfer away from Caltech?

Wi: Well, there weren't many. I've forgotten my figures now on how many actually graduated. Not nearly as many as
we wanted to have graduate. We would
admit 180 in those days and, as I recall,
our senior graduation used to run about
125 or 130. We figured that we wasted
our time on an awful lot of people. Now,
not all those are failures. Some of them
had just transferred to other areas. And we
were concerned about it. So then there
was a good deal of agitation to enlarge our
transfer admission, from the junior colleges particularly, to fill up these ranks.

picking wild flowers off the side as he
drove along."
"Mattauch. Mattauch, he was a congenital idiot before his grandmother was born.
Leave him out. "
I mentioned somebody else, and he was
a congenital idiot even further back. "All
right," I said, "What about Epstein?"
"Oh, my God! Must you bring Eppy
into the argument?"
"Yes. "
"Then I am lost. Only one thing is
making me believe in divine providence,
and that is the conjunction of Eppy and the
automobile lasting for more than 40 seconds. This cannot possibly happen by
chance, only by divine interference. Am I
ever telling you about the time Eppy and
Mattauch - before he killed himself, before you ask a stupid question - is driving back from Azusa in the old days when
the road is winding?"
And I said, "No, you didn't tell me."

So Fritz brought his fist down on the
table and broke a couple of coffee cups
and said, "Shut up everybody, I am talking. In the old days, when the road is
winding, we are driving back in the dark,
in this ancient Buick Eppy has. This Buick
comes from the tomb of Tutankhamen. In
about the Middle Ages is the top disintegrating so there is no more top. Comes a
big wind blows across, blows the glasses
off Eppy, smashing on the road. Well,
you know Eppy sees about 80 feet with
the glasses on, and not a damn thing with
the glasses off.
So I am saying, 'Eppy , better let me
drive. '
Very proud fellow, Eppy; he says, 'No
it is not necessary. '
I say, 'Eppy, you can see nothing.'
Eppy says, 'That is a vast exaggeration,
I can see the tail-light on the car ahead.
And when this tail-light has an apparent
luminosity of a star of the fourth mag-

But that was not so easy. We were beginning to outpace the junior colleges in the
demands that would be made of their students as juniors. However, most of the
students that we did take in did very well.
What we needed was a recruiting program in the junior colleges, and we just
didn't have it. I said I was not fitted to recruit in the junior colleges because by that
level they had gone way beyond any math
or physics discussion that I could have
with them. I couldn't hold my own there
at all. So it had to be done by faculty
members, and they had already given
enough time on their freshman interviews.
The Upperclass Admissions Committee
never had the same enthusiasm for that
kind of thing. Now, I understand, they
even have a high school relations fellow,
Lee Browne, who does a lot of recruiting.
This is what they should have had a while
ago.

Wi: It was just a horror to people, you can
imagine. No scientist would have any
sympathy with a thing like that.

MT: To go back to the fifties, what was
the effect on Caltech of the McCarthy
hearings?

MT: Was it discussed or was it ignored?

Wi: It was not much discussed, but if the
subject ever came up, why - everybody
hated McCarthy of course. It was considered a very serious matter. And it did
come home to us every so often, when we
would find that someone was denied access to certain kinds of information on
some hearsay business, that an agency that
was giving some research money scared of the McCarthy attitude - was
trembling on the verge of withdrawing it.
And it created, of course, a tremendous
amount of indignation. Government agencies were terrified.
I think the worst case we had was that
of Hsui-Shen Tsien , the excellent
aeronautical and jet propulsion engineer.
Tsien was a very smart man. The whole
McCarthy business was stirred up against
Tsien , who was a Chinese - and this was
after the Communist takeover, of course.
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Fritz Zwicky

Paul Epstein

nitude, I am about 250 feet behind, too far
away. When it has an apparent luminosity
of a star of the second magnitude I am
about 30 feet behind, too close. A star of
the third magnitude I must be keeping this
tail-light. Shut up, I'll do the calculations. '
Jones, do you know how to calculate
luminosities? Differential equations, covering two blackboards. Eppy is doing it all
in the head. Marvelous mathematician.
Put the foot on the brake, on the accelerator, on the brake, he is keeping just
about the right distance from behind. All
of a sudden, what do you think is happening? The apparent luminosity of that taillight disappears to a factor zero.
I am saying, 'Eppy , Eppy, what are you
going to do?'
Eppy say, 'Sh-h-h, the car is going
around the comer.' Eppy is counting,
one-two-three-four, and then pulls the
steering wheel. And we bump over a little

low stone wall into an orange grove.
So we all get out and Eppy says, 'Gentlemen.' Eppy bows from the waist - but
that is not strictly true, Eppy's got no
waist, but he bows - and he says, 'Gentlemen, gentlemen, not since I was in the
gymnasium have I made such a silly
mathematical miscalculation. '
And I am saying, 'Eppy, never mind
the miscalculation. How do we get out of
the orange grove?'
Eppy says, 'Elementary, gentlemen,
elementary. Any child knows that the
square of the hypotenuse is equal to the
sum of the squares of the two sides. The
road is turning 90°. When I am pulling the
steering wheel, I am about exactly 18 feet
too far. On the square of this hypotenuse,
I must now go exactly 29 feet and come
out on a 35° angle on the highway and
there I will be.'
And I am saying, 'Eppy, that is all very
well, but there are orange trees in the way

that you're going to hit.'
Eppy says, 'Oh, that complicates the
situation. How many orange trees?'
I am saying, 'Four.'
'How big is an orange tree?'
I am saying, 'Well, twelve foot in
diameter, six-foot radius.'
'Hmrnm, off the hypotenuse I must take
one-two-three-four, six-foot radius off.
Elementary, gentlemen, elementary. All
calculated. Get in, get in. '
So we get in. Eppy starts the engine,
and we go. Around the first orange tree,
the second, the third, fourth. Not touching
a leaf, all by mathematics, Eppy sees
nothing. And we come on the highway
precisely at the right angle. Marvelous
mathematician, Eppy. Only one thing he
does not take into consideration in the calculation. At the same time and the same
place where we come on the highway is
also another car coming. And what a hell
of a mess that was."

He was no more Communist than I am and
he didn't want to go back to China, but
they deported the man. They actually
kicked him into the van, by the way, with
a foot, and sent him off. You can imagine
what he felt like when he got back to
China. Of course, he went to work for
them. We lost one of our leading engineers as a result of that, and it was just
stupid and outrageous.

trouble, and there was a lot of indignation
about it.

Wi: I would think so. The new people
came in so fast that I lost track of a lot of
them. I knew all of the faculty at one time;
I knew them fairly well. By the time I left,
I don't suppose I knew half of them. I
might know their faces and vaguely who
they were, but I didn't really know them.
How many does the Athenaeum hold at
lunch time? In the old days, it held all the
faculty that wanted to eat lunch. Now
even the private dining rooms to the west
are always filled at lunch, and the faculty
has spread out to Chandler. We used to
have about three big round faculty tables
that we sat around - at one one day and
one another, and you were friends with
everyone. More and more, there came to
be a table that you usually sat at - and at
lunch was where you really had your social contact, of course. There was the
physics table and a chemistry table and a
geology table, and there wasn't nearly as
much mixing. Then it just got too big.
This happened about ten years before I retired. By the mid-fifties, it was getting beyond me, at least, to keep track of them. 0

MT: People on campus were generally

outraged about that?

Wi: They certainly were - everybody,
whether they knew Tsien or not. Tsien
was not the most agreeable character I
ever ran across, but there was certainly no
reason to suspect him of being a Communist just because he was a Chinese.
MT: I guess not too many people at Cal-

MT: What about the changes that took

place in the humanities division over the
years? By the sixties, it was really quite a
different place.

Wi: Yes, very different. It changed from a
service division to more of a research and
scholarly division. As I say, Rod Paul was
one of the first who ever claimed to be a
research man among all of us. But more
and more under Hallett Smith, and later,
we began to get real scholars, and we also
got built up in numbers. When I stopped
teaching, there certainly weren't more
than a dozen of us in the humanities division. Now, there are 50 or 60 people.
Something like that. That was the change.
It became a major division instead of a
service division.

tech really felt threatened by the scare.
MT: You were saying that everybody

Wi: No, I don't think so, not directly, but
every so often something would crop up
about some friend of theirs who was in
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knew everybody, and it was very common
to have friendships with people in different divisions. Has that changed?
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Editing from
Scientist
to
Informed Layman

by Edward Hutchings Jr.

Except for a few Depression jobs (bank
teller, bookkeeper, and door-to-door distributor of samples of All-Bran) / have
been in the magazine business since /
graduatedfrom Dartmouth in /933. I've
done a lot offree-lance article writing,
edited and collaborated on several books
(including, as / now recall, one entitled
How to Live Without a Woman), and
written some short stories for magazines
like Colliers and The New Yorker. But my
career proper started at the old Literary
Digest - where / developed great respect
for good proofreading by running a department called "Slips That Pass in the
Type." For a couple ofyears / reported
on the advertising business and wrote a
humor column for a magazine called Tide,
then worked as news editor of Business
Week, associate editor of Look, and
executive editor of Liberty. / was managing editor of an experimental McGrawHill magazine called Science Illustrated
when Caltech asked me to come out and
run a magazine for them. /n /948, then, /
decided to try California for a couple of
years - and here / am, 3/ years later, just
retiring as editor of Engineering and Science - but staying on as lecturer in journalism. / must like it here.
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Talent in fundamental science, I have found,
does not necessarily extend to communication, so .

... I have done everything I could in editing
E&S articles to keep them as simple as possible.

f;r more than 30 years I was editor
of Engineering and Science, a magazine
published by the California Institute of
Technology and its Alumni Association. It
goes to alumni, faculty, students, parents,
and trustees, to individuals who contribute
funds, and to industrial concems that support research at Caltech, to high school
science teachers and principals, libraries,
newspapers and news magazines, and, finally, to a group of general subscribers.
This miscellaneous group of people
(now numbering a little over 12,000) has
one thing in common - an interest in the
California Institute of Technology, and
therefore an interest in, and some curiosity
about, the fields of science and engineering. Naturally, these fields are the main
concern of the Caltech magazine, which in
years past was primarily devoted to reports
of the research in progress at Caltech. Inevitably, in recent years, we have reported
less on science for science's sake and
more on science for society's sake. This
was not simply a change in our editorial
concerns; it was a reflection of the changing concerns of the people who make up
this institution. But whether about basic
science or about science and society, our
articles have been written, whenever possible, by the men and women who are
faculty members or alumni of the Institute.
With an established editorial purpose
for the magazine, we have found that we
have almost limitless possibilities as to
subject matter, not to mention a list of potential writers that, in another field, would
be called a star-studded cast. When Fortune magazine did an article on Caltech
several years ago, it reported that the Insti-

tute "harbors what is America's richest
concentration of talents in fundamental
science. " These are the potential writers
for a Caltech magazine. I said potential.
The talents in fundamental science do not
necessarily extend to communication.
As a matter of fact, when I first went to
work on the Caltech magazine in 1948, I
was prepared for (I) a mass resistance to
communication, and (2) an inability to
communicate in the cases of the few who
might be willing. That was shortly after
World War II. A lot of boundaries between science and non-scientific affairs
disappeared during the war, and ever since
then it has become increasingly clear that
scientists would have to not only communicate intelligibly with each other, but
with non-scientists as well.
As to the ability of scientists to communicate the details of their work - I
think I have seen better, and clearer, and
more professional (and more interesting)
writing by some of Caltech' s scientists
than I have in most of the articles written
by science popularizers in the general
magazines.
I don't know why this should be surprising. Most of the Caltech faculty are
teachers, after all. And teachers are in the
business of communicating. Good teaching demands many of the same talents as
good writing - including skillful presentation, an awareness of the nature of the
audience, clarity, color, even a little ham.
In producing a magazine at Caltech,
then, I have had a collection of notunwilling and not-untalented writers at my
disposal. How have I gotten them to write
for E&S? Well, what it ultimately has
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... Inevitably, of course, every article has
been something of a compromise between
editor, author, and time.

In fact, editing to bring scientist and
layman together has been like operating a
lonely hearts club.

... Those two nice kids didn't know each
other, and so I have kept trying to promote a
match.

come down to has been whether they had
a desire or willingness to communicate.
Of course, there were always plenty of
people who resisted doing this. I think,
though, that once a faculty member wrote
an article for the magazine the results
often made him a regular contributor.
E&S goes to such an assortment of
people that a single article might bring a
variety of responses - a letter from a trustee, an alumnus, or a high school science
teacher, for example. The very fact that
something a faculty member had written
about his work reached, interested, penetrated, and even affected so many kinds of
people was, I guess, the main incentive to
writing for this kind of magazine.
An added attraction, and a most important one, was the fact that, at the same
time, a generally understandable research
article let a man's colleagues, and people
in other disciplines, know something of
the nature and progress of his work. As
our world - even the confined world of
Caltech - gets larger and more complex,
this kind of communication becomes more
and more valuable.
We have tracked down articles for E&S
in various ways. Sometimes we persuaded
a scientist or engineer to revise a technical
paper already presented at a meeting of a
professional society - scaling it down to
more general understanding. Sometimes
we were able to get a professor to write an
article based on a talk he gave at a departmental seminar. Sometimes we interviewed a faculty member and then worked
with him to come up with a satisfactory
article.
Probably the most complicated process

involved using a tape recorder for the
holdout who, under no circumstances,
would agree to take the time to write anything for us. Dick Feynman was the prime
example. Dick never wrote anything
down, but whenever he gave a talk, we'd
tape it, then show him the transcript. This
would be such a shock to him that, to regain his self-respect, he would work with
us to put his words into printable form.
And that's how E&S came to print the collected speeches of Richard Feynman and although this particular editorial relationship started out with a certain amount
of kicking and screaming, Feynman now
refers to me as .. my publisher. "
I haven't mentioned our steadiest contributor of all- Lee DuBridge. We ran
most of his speeches - and he made a lot
of them. All good. I don't know how
many times a DuBridge speech bailed out
the next issue of E&S.
The level of understanding at which an
article in E&S was written has fluctuated
from issue to issue - even from article to
article. This was inevitable, because every
article has been to some extent a compromise. While I have done all I could to
direct and edit the article so as to keep it
as simple as possible, the author has often
gone to great lengths to keep the level of
understanding as high as possible. What
was finally published represented the point
at which any particular compromise
reached its farthest limits on each side. Or
sometimes, what was finally published
merely represented the point at which time
ran out on us.
In any case, the level of understanding
we tried to maintain in E&S was one that

could be comfortably followed by that rare
creature known as the informed layman.
Of course, most of the magazine's readers
are Caltech alumni, and it has often been
argued that whatever else they are, they
are not laymen. But we discovered that
even they are usually laymen in all fields
outside their own.
In brief, in editing material for E&S
I tried to follow the old dictum of never
underestimating the intelligence of our
readers while never overestimating their
knowledge. Keeping in mind that our articles would be read by high school students
as well as by the head of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, I was willing to take the risk of explaining too much rather than too little.
E&S has not tried to do the same job as
a strictly technical publication. There, the
purpose is solely to present factual information. What we were trying to do was to
help fill the need that was recognized by
the AAAS back in 1951, when it said:
"It is absolutely essential that science
- the results of science, the nature and
importance of basic research, the methods
of science, the spirit of science - be better understood by government officials, by
businessmen, and indeed by all the
people. "
Of course, I haven't often thought of
my job in such lofty terms. As editor of a
magazine that tried to bring scientist and
layman together, I felt more like the
operator of a lonely-hearts club. I happened to know these two nice kids. They
were willing but shy, and they didn't
know each other too well. I've tried to
promote a match. D
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Jack E. McKee
1914-1979
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E. M,K", professor of environmental engineering, died on October 22 after a long illness. He was 64.
McKee had been a member of the Caltech faculty since
1949, coming to the Institute after three years as a partner
in the consulting engineering firm of Camp, Dresser, and
McKee of Boston, Massachusetts. For ten years he was
again an active member of that firm, beginning in 1965.
A native of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, McKee took his
BS in civil engineering at Carnegie Institute of Technology
in 1936. He received an SM in 1939 and an ScD in 1941
in sanitary engineering, both from Harvard Univers ity. In
1973 he was awarded the honorary degree of DEng from
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology.
During World War II, McKee served with the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, rising to the rank of lieutenant
colonel. His principal assignment was as sanitary engineer
for civil affairs and military government in the First U.S.
Army headquarters during the invasion of Normandy.
McKee was widely honored for his research on water
quality and waste treatment. Among those research efforts
were work on water-quality criteria, disinfection of settled
sewage, membrane-filter analysis, radioactive substances
in sewage and sludge, marine waste disposal, and reclamation of waste waters. He was the author of 89 technical papers, including the compendium Water Quality Criteria,
the first book of its kind to summarize and evaluate what
was known of the toxicity of various elements and compounds occurring in water supplies. It has become a classic
in its field, and has even been translated into Japanese.
His professional interests were also expressed in his
energetic participation in technical societies. Between 1957
and 1963 he served as director-at-large, vice president, and
president of the Water Pollution Control Federation. He
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was president of the Los Angeles Section of the American
Society of Civil Engineers in 1960 and a national director
of that organization from 1965 to 1968. He was a member
of the National Academy of Engineering, a diplomate of
the American Academy of Environmental Engineers, and
served as chairman and trustee of the Environmental Engineering Intersociety Board. In 1965 he was appointed to
a three-year term on the prestigious Advisory Committee
on Reactor Safeguards of the Atomic Energy Commission.
McKee's energy and optimism stood him in good stead
when he came to Caltech and found himself the only faculty member in his field. He developed a teaching and research laboratory in one of the "temporary" World War I
bungalows, demolished in the late 1950s to make way for
Page House. Long before anxiety about the environment
became popular, he pushed ahead with plans for the expansion of the environmental health engineering program
- with new labs and additional faculty to be housed in the
Keck Laboratory, which was built in 1959. And he had a
warm and continuing interest in and concern not only for
his own students but for engineering education in general.
One of Jack McKee's non-professional interests was
the Caltech Dixieland Jazz Band. This group of nearprofessional quality musicians was organized by McKee
several years ago, drawing its members from the ranks of
Caitech faculty and students. His instrument was the
banjo, and he played it with both skill and enthusiasm. A
memorial service was held for McKee on November 20,
and at his request music of his choice was provided by the
Dixieland group.
McKee is survived by his wife, Dorothy, and three children, Douglas, Edward, and Katherine McKee. A memorial fund has been established at Caltech in his honor. 0
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Xerox En~eers
are rn · g a lot of
people s

Our pioneering efforts in reprographics have brought the rewards of engineering to our clients like Brother Dominic. By giving him the ability to perform the most sophisticated operations, we've made his lifea lot simpler.
We're doing the same thing in telecommunications, information systems
-even satellite communications.
Xerox engineers are converting the
technology of the future into reality.
We're so dedicated to the new ideas
that we spent $311 million in R&D in
1978 to help our engineers develop
them.
At Xerox, there's a lot lessred tape,
a lot more going on, and a lot of people
smiling.

If you're an engineer looking for a
place to put your theories into practice,
Xerox is probably looking for you.
Visit your college placement officefor
details or write to: Manager, College
Relations, Xerox Corporation, P.O.
Box 251, Webster, NY 14580, or
660 West Artesia Blvd., Compton,
CA 90220.

XEROX
CAREERS THAT
CAN'T BE DUPLICATED
An affirmative action employer male/female.

Can todaws Engineers
reachtheir full potential
ina natural
resource company'
At International Paper you can. Because managing
millions of acres of timberland is just the beginning
of our story.
We design and build sophisticated, controlledatmosphere systems for packaging meat.
We manufacture a wide range of proprietary
writing and printing papers.
Our PRESSWARE® cartons
have become the leading ovenable
paperboard packages used by major
food processors.
And we're continuing to pursue
R&D programs that will keep us in
the front-ranks of these markets and
many others. On the personal side, we offer in-house
educational and training programs. Cross-functional assignments that provide exposure to a variety
of technical and business areas. And all the advancement opportunity your performance merits.
Learn about the future you can have within a company
that's just as modern as you are.
We have openings in virtually every facet of engineering
(Manufacturing, Production, R&D, Design and Construction, to name a few), and we have facilities in many
desirable regions of the country.
Check with your placement office to see if we will be interviewing on your campus ... or send us a
letter detailing your academic and
career goals to: Manager-College
Recruiting, Dept. EJ,
International Paper Company,
220 East 42nd St.,
INTERNATIONAL N.Y., N.Y. 10017.

PAPER
COMPANY

An Equal Opportunity
Employer, M/F

Graduate Level Engineers & Scientists

Our engineers and scientists are currently working on the coordination of some space
systems which won't go into production until 2001. We are planning how to move
major projects from the drawing board to reality - even though completion may be
25 years away.

The Aerospace Corporation is a
technical consultant to the U.S.
Government, primarily the Air
Force.
This unique status gives our engineers and
scientists an overview of the entire aerospace
industry. Our primary mission is to provide
general systems engineering and integration for
national security related projects. We have been
involved in over 60% of all U.S. space launches in
the past decade. The Aerospace staff includes over
1800 engineers and scientists. of which one-third
hold Masters level degrees. and one in [our.
Doctorates.

Knowledge from space
technologies is applied to urgent
national security related problems.
We actively seek individuals with advanced
degrees in engineering, physical and materials
sciences, physical chemistry, math and computer
science.
Individuals assigned to our projects are recruited
from a wide range of scientific disciplines,
College graduates entering The Aerospace
Corporation join the laboratory or the
engineering group. In either case. the challenge
and opportunity to learn is immense.

The Aerospace Corporation career
development program resembles a
graduate school curriculum.
Our staff, composed of distinguished engineering
and scientific experts, provides an on-going
professional dialogue for your career
development. We also enhance your work with
our 297,000 item library, graduate courses,
visiting lecturers, and full tuition reimbursement
programs.

Let us tell you about the
outstanding career
opportunities we have to
offer.
If you are interested in the
challenges of the 21st
Century, send your resume
to:
Professional Placement
Dept. CTP 11
P.O. Box 92957
Los Angeles, California 90009

The Aerospace Corporation

@

The Systems Architect/Engineer
U.S. Citizenship Required

Equal (Jppor-tunitv Employer

Why should it take 450 pounds
ofmetal to make a19-pound part?

powdered metallurgy.
Virgin or vacuum
induction-melted Rene 95 is
argon-atomized to create a
o w d e r . The powder
screened for particle size) is
oaded into containers
roughly shaped like the final
part. Then, in an autoclave,
the material is consolidated to
Virtually 100% density (that's a
breakthrough) at high pressure (15K
psi] and temperature (2000°F.). The
• •lJlliIlIJJJJJLUlI
process is called hot isostatic pressing.
The result is a izo-pound ingot ready
for machining and close to the shape of the finished
CFM56 shaft.
The saving in materials is more than 70%. In dollars, literally millions will be saved over the next decade.
The process is a remarkable example of cost-effective
The ro-pound part
engineering.
is the forward shaft in
Inventing new materials and better ways to use
them is just one example of GE research in progress. GE
the high-pressure turbine of a General Elecis constantly investigating new technologies and innovative applications for existing technologies - in such areas
tric CFM56 jet engine.
t- h
The metal it's
bra~k~ ape as power systems, information services and major
made of is Rene 95, a GE inappliance manufacturing.
vention. Rene 95 is an exotic superalloy of nickel, cobalt,
This takes talent- engineering talent- not just
columbium, tungsten and 17 other elements. To fabricate in research and development, out in design and manufaca forward shaft from Rene 95 by conventional methods, turing, application and sales.
you start with a 450-pound ingot. After ~orging, pressing
and machining, you end up with a SIngle io-pound
If you'd like to know more about engineering
shaft...and morethan 400 pounds of expensive scrap.
opportunities at GE, send for our careers booklet.
That's a distressing waste of critical raw materials
Write to: General Electric College Communications,
and of the energy it takes to mine and refine them.
W1D2, Fairfield, CT 06431.
So GE engineers turned to near net-shape forming: fabricating the finished part from a blank shaped as
Progress for People
closely as possible to the shape of the finished part.
But how could such a blankbe created without
GENERAL. ELECTRIC
starting with a 450-pound ingot? To .solve tha~ pr?blem,
An Equal OpportunityEmployer
GE engineers developed a truly unique application of
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